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LET’S EAT OUT! ALLERGY FREE PASSPORT 
Let’s Eat Out! Allergy Free Passport is a how-to guide that 

instructs people with food sensitivities or allergies on how to eat 
what they want, where they want and when they want.  It gives a 
full range of information about cuisines, ingredients, preparations, 
questions to ask and other helpful information on how to enjoy an 
allergy-free meal anywhere in the world.   It covers more than 175 
specific menu items, 200 breakfast and beverage suggestions, 300 
questions to ask and how to say 
them in the specific language, 
130 snack and light meal ideas, 
50 global airlines, and 
hundreds of tips from 15 chefs 
and culinary experts, 10 health, 
medical and nutritional experts 
and 20 long-term sufferers of 
various food allergies with 
extensive experience in dining 
out throughout the world.  It 
retails at $24.95.  For more 
information visit www.allergy-
freepassport.com

SHAVETECH 
 This smart-phone sized shaver comes in both black and white and 

charges right off any USB connection. It is the same size as the 
average smart-phone and fits in any pocket, gym bag, or carry-on 
luggage.  SHAVETECH can be charged using any standard USB port 
without any adaptors or wall outlets. The outer foil hood removes 
easily so that users can clean and maintain the performance of the 
blades with ease.   It retails for around $40 www.shavetech.com

SPROUT WATCHES GIVE YOU  
TIME TO TRAVEL

Traveling is all about time. Whether trying to be 
on time, keeping time or looking to have a good 
time – wrist watching is always part of the travel 
experience. Consider Sprout Watches your new 
travel mate and must have accessory when on the 
go.  They range from colorful to classic, are light-
weight, versatile and will keep you looking good.

The corn resin material, conflict-free diamonds 
and packaging constructed from recycling material 
reflect the company’s social responsibility. Sprout 
Watches are made by the E. Gluck Corporate, 
distinguished watch makers for over 60 years.

CARDNINJA 
CardNinja is an innovative storage solution that 

offers consumers the option to leave their bulky 
wallets behind. The ultra-slim CardNinja firmly 
attaches to the back of most smartphones and can 

hold credit/debit cards, identifi-
cation and cash. The unique 
design is flexible enough to hold 
up to eight cards and secure 
enough so items will not fall out 
even if you flip it upside down. 
MSRP $17.99. Available in select 
independent retailers in New 
York City, online at www.
cardninja.com and coming soon 
at amazon.com.


